Natural Disaster Warning—Three to five minute steady tone.

- Ensure family members are accounted for
- Listen for instructions from the giant voice or security forces personnel
- Take necessary actions (Take cover, evacuate to a safe location or get to higher or lower ground)

Attack/hostile action is imminent or in progress - Three to five wavering tone

- Take cover in a safe location or shelter immediately
- Ensure family members are accounted for
- Lock doors and cover windows
- Wait for further instruction from giant voice system or security forces personnel
- Remain vigilant for threats and report an suspicious activity to security forces personnel

All Clear - Disaster or attack has ended

- Remain alert for secondary hazards
- Ensure family members are accounted for
- Report fires, injuries, hazards and damage to security forces personnel

Monitor one of Incirlik Air Base’s several information avenues such as the Commander’s Access Channel for updates.
Shelter in Place Procedure

- Shelter in place program is designed to protect Incirlik personnel during an accident/emergency when an evacuation is not possible.

- Personnel will be alerted to shelter in place in their building/homes by one of the notifications.

- Once notified, personnel will report to the shelter in place room and run the shelter in place procedures.

FPCON MEASURES

The FPCON system is mandated by Department of Defense Instruction 2000.16: DoD Antiterrorism (AT) Standards. DoDEA Regulations 4700.1: Antiterrorism Program provides guidance and establishes standards for implementing FPCONS in DoDEA. Local commanders determine which FPCON is appropriate. Updates and important information will be released via the Commander’s Access Channel and other avenues as they become available.

- **FPCON Alpha**
  Applies when there is an increased general threat or possible terror activity against personnel or facilities, the nature and extent of which are unpredictable. The increased measures during FPCON Alpha must be capable of being maintained indefinitely.

- **FPCON Bravo**
  Applies when an increased or more predictable threat of terrorist activity exists. Sustaining FPCON Bravo measures for a prolonged period may affect operational capability and military-civil relationships with local authorities.

- **FPCON Charlie**
  Applies when an incident occurs or intelligence is received indicating that some form of terrorist action or targeting against personnel or facilities is likely. Prolonged implementation of FPCON Charlie measures may create hardship and affect the activities of the unit and its personnel.

- **FPCON Delta**
  Applies in the immediate area where a terrorist attack has occurred or when intelligence has received that terrorist action against a specific location or person is imminent.

72 Hour Kit for Emergencies

You should consider putting together a kit that will last you 72 hours without electricity. A few of the items that should be found in the kit are:

- Potable Water
- Non-Perishable Food
- Matches or Lighter
- Heating Source
- Flashlight
- Batteries

What is an Active Shooter?

An active shooter is an individual actively engaged in killing or attempting to kill people, most often in populated areas. In most cases, active shooters use firearms and there is no pattern or method to their selection of victims. In some cases, active shooters use improvised explosive devices to create additional victims. And to impede first responders.

Additional Resources

www.beready.af.mil
www.incirlik.af.mil
www.ready.gov

Commander’s Access Channel